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Sussex County Archery Association 

Executive Committee Minutes 
 

 
 

12th March 2018 7.00pm at University of Sussex Sports Centre 
 
PRESENT 
Philip Van Buren (President), Rod Brown (Chair and SCAS), Doreen Cannon (General Secretary 
Graham Stevens (Treasurer), Petra Ginman (Summer League), Michaela Lake (Field Archery Officer 
and Field Records), Elizabeth Kellingley (Target Records), Nick Lea (Team Manager), James Jackson 
(Rankings), Sue Mangan (Juniors Reresentative and Junior League), Adele McPeake (Membership 
Representative and Field Tournament), Martin Newman (Membership Representative) 
 

1) APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
Received from Ian Cadle (County Coaching Officer) 

2) MINUTES OF JANUARY MEETING 
Chair opened meeting with Review of Previous Minutes – All Agreed  

3) MATTERS ARISING 
from Minutes of January Meeting: 

· DC explained that although recovered from recent illness she would like to reduce her role 
of County Secretary, which now needs to be filled, and Membership Secretary & Minutes 
taker are also required. PG to contact members re County Sec role. AM to record tonight’s 
Minutes 

· Review of Info and prices regarding the proposed Sussex Team Badges for all disciplines -- 
Nick to get samples and discuss with Petra 

· Sussex Champs: Outdoor Shoot likely to need 33 targets in all. All 22 ‘Eleven’ bosses are 
scheduled for renewal, maybe half are still serviceable, several can be repaired effectively 
with 2-pack foam. Requires Equipment Officer / helpers. Option of using Ten Zone discussed, 
but cost is much greater and weight of the units is archer unfriendly (TenZone use dollies to 
move the units) and requires guaranteed vehicle access to feld. Indoor Champs 2018/19 very 
unlikely as no one to organise 

· Trans Gender Issues discussed AGB have now issued AGB Policy Document, Uni has its own 
policy  

· Philip Van Buren raised the matter of a grievance received from some Members of Crawley 
AC. This was acknowledged and discussed around the table.  Philip would reply directly to 
the email. It was noted that Crawley Tournament is 14/15th July & not 21/22. The Committee 
fully support the event & will of course encourage archers to attend. 
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5) OFFICERS REPORTS 
 (Appended page 3) 

Several Committee Members had issued Reports prior to the meeting.  
The following comments were noted from Officers verbal reports and the discussions following. 

· Secretary DC – reported membership numbers have increased since 2017 and now stand at 
1305 including active Juniors who have all paid the full AGB individual junior membership 
fee. 

· Treasurer GS – Gave verbal summary of current position, little activity since January. Clout 
deposit has been paid for shoot at Hazelwick School 

· League Sec PG – Stick with the Albion Round this year, 3 divisions and discuss future format 
at the Club Member meeting that will be organised  

· Records – Target – EL reported she has checked part of the draft SCAS records and found 
some errors, but will be unable to take further until after Exams. Several Indoor record 
claims have been submitted. 

· Records – Field – ML gave additional information about changes at National level, and added 
that it seems likely three Sussex Archers will qualify to represent GB at 3-d internationals, 
and two at the World Championships, possible more. Also reported that she is in process of 
trying to organise a mixed 3-D and field training course with support from AGB squad coach, 
which may be of interest to some Sussex archers, and is working with AM to progress a 
Sussex 3-D Championships. 

· Ranking s Officer JJ – confirmed he has written a program to convert scores to Portsmouth 
for Fita 18 & Worcester. Not many scores have been submitted for Ranking purposes, but 
currently all Ranked archers are in one list, and in response to feedback from county team 
members the listings will be separated into Gender and into Senior/Junior 

· County Team Manager NL – the selection process was discussed and its was agreed that 
greater flexibility was required to ensure archers who had qualified at higher levels but 
hadn’t submitted scores for County purpose could still be selected.  

 

Agenda Item 6 – Meeting arrangements for Club Reps – Venue -Hurstpierpoint 1st Sat after 
Easter in April TBC 

Agenda Item 7 – Outdoor Tournament – Proposed Short Metrics Team shoot, priority to 
Sussex Clubs Nominated Teams – Keep as 3rd weekend July. Dependant on satisfactory support 
from county clubs. 

Agenda Item 8 – Encouraging archers to compete – JJ & EK pointed out how the Uni feels 
less involved as they don’t have much Club/County contact.  It was agreed that Clubs should be 
encouraged to email Uni to invite to any events. It was also agreed that involvement in Uni 
Freshers week would be a good idea to encourage those interested. 
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Judges - It was agreed that we needed to find and encourage Sussex based Judges. EK has 
expressed an interest and funding was discussed, to be followed up with Regional Judges liaison 
officer. 

12) Any Other Business 

· GDPR Documents issued and should be rolled out to all Clubs to comply with pending changes. 
· Meeting Closed 21.30pm      Next Meeting agreed for 14th May 18 
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OFFICERS PRE-MEETING REPORTS 

CHAIR: RB reported 
As agreed in January, a digest of the January meeting was distributed to Clubs together with the 
draft minutes of the 2017 AGM ten days after the meeting. 

I also assembled a guide to the impact of the General Data Protection Regulations on Sussex Archery 
Clubs, which coincided with a query from the Secretary of Friars Gate Archers about the SCAA 
Privacy Policy. This turned out to be very useful as the FGA secretary has been dealing with GPDR on 
a professional basis, and as a result a proposal for a Sussex Privacy Policy emerged and was 
reviewed, revised and uploaded to the SCAA website. 

Just before the SCAA GPDR guide was finalised a guide by Archery GB was sent to Club secretaries. 
This guide was useful in general ways, but was angled in detail towards AGB's own requirements. 
The SCAA Guide was revised slightly to co-ordinate with the AGB guide and was distributed to Clubs 
on 28th February. 

The guide asks Sussex Clubs to ask their members to give permission for SCAA to hold their 
addresses and send them mailshots from time to time. 

TREASURER: GS reported 
The current balance is £21,208, which is up £428 on my last report. This is a surplus of £4,169 for the 
year to date. This change is due to affiliation income, minus a deposit for the hire of Hazelwick field 
for the Clout tournament. 

FIELD OFFICER / FIELD RECORDS: ML reported 
Sadly, I have to report that the Archery GB field committee will be disbanded following restructure 
of Archery GB. More about this will be in the field archery magazine.  I will explain the restructure as 
much as I can when I come to the meeting.  Our concern is that field will have less prominence 
within AGB. The committee will divide into the 4 "piers" of AGB.  I will probably move into the 
section "Tournaments", some of the committee will be stepping down entirely. 

On the plus side, AGB has agreed to fund medalists in the 3Ds for the first time. The funding for the 
World fields has been entirely cut unless a medallist. 

SCAS REPRESENTATIVE: RB reported 
I attended the January Council Meeting at a new venue in St Martin' Lane. Business included: 
A new Grants and Loans Policy was reviewed, the final draft will be distributed to Counties for 
comments. 
The SCAS Green Book Directory will be printed this year, but in future only a few copies of the 
annual reports will be printed for archiving, the rest of the information will be published digitally. 
There are  still some issues about whether to make Club Secretaries' personal addresses visible on 
line. 
The Southern Counties Archery meeting (SCAM) is going ahead on the usual dates, but will move to 
the Winchester Rugby Club, eliminating the problems that have arisen in the last few years at St 
Cross, which have had a bad effect on numbers of entrants. 
Some effort has been put into regenerating the SCAS website including creating a new domain, but it 
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will not be functional until some time after the SCAS AGM (which is on 7th April). 
The latest attempt to rebuild the regional target archery records has progressed to the point where 
the tables are being reviewed by the the records officers of the 13 counties, and will be published 
after the April AGM. The records will remain provisional until the end of the year to give anyone with 
an interest time to submit historical claims. New record claims will be processed from April onwards. 

SCAS is considering changing Legal Status to become a Charitable Incorporated Organisation. This is 
likely to result in there being only 14 members, that's the 13 county associations plus a notional 
county consisting of all the direct members. Each county is likely to be able to cast a number of votes 
equal to the number of its affiliated members. 
The Disabilities Liaison Officer is hoping to arrange an inclusive shoot for disabled archers open to all 
self assessed disabled archers in the region. 

TEAM MANAGER: NL reported: 
A comparatively quiet period for me since my last report, there having been no county tournaments. 

I have, however, noted some achievements by some of our county archers via social media: 

Kai Thomas-Prause receiving his joint first prize for the Battle of Basing Nerves of steel!  For those 
not familiar with the “Nerves of Steel”, archers are challenged to shoot at a hole in a steel plate from 
18m.  The hole reducing in diameter each round until the final and smallest is only 20mm!!   

 

 

Congratulations Bryony Pitman!  

18th in ladies championship recurve at the world famous Vegas Shoot that attracts 3500 archers from 
all over the globe! 

And 5th place 5th place at the Indoor World Cup stage 3 in Nimes….. 
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And winning the British indoor championships! 

 

The following Sussex archers had success at the Southern Counties championships: 

· Senior Ladies Recurve Bryony Pitman Worthing AC Score 1136 
· Junior Compound U16 Holly Hunter High Weald Score 1059 
· Senior Men Compound Tim Nash Brighton Bowmen Score 1169 
· Senior Men Barebow Pete Mann High Weald Score 955 
· Junior Men Recurve U18 Marc Charlesworth Arundown Score 1054 

Apologies to any Sussex archers I have not mentioned. 

Sussex Archery badges. 

Following lengthy discussion it has been decided that any archers that represent county in ANY 
target or field discipline should be entitled to a Sussex roundel badge and year bar. 

Therefore, we will be retrospectively awarding badges and year bars to all those who shot for Sussex 
last year.  These will be awarded, along with 2018 badges, at the SCAA AGM. 

County representation at Field archery is a new concept, introduced only last year by Kent’s Chris 
Horan.  The inter-county tournament was thoroughly enjoyed by those that were able to attend but 
the overall uptake was sadly lacking due to conflicts with national level field tournaments on the 
same weekend.  However, the concept was given a firm thumbs-up and I’m sure will be better 
attended this year. 

To reflect this new category of county representation we are considering an additional roundel 
badge specific to field.  There is also a possibility that we may do something similar for clout, but 
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that would also be a totally new concept and requires careful thought and planning before put into 
action. 

But below are our current roundel and (dodgy) mock-ups of possible Field and Clout roundels: 

   

County tournaments: 

The next scheduled county tournament is against Hampshire on Sunday 6th May.  This will be 
incorporated into the Waterside WRS FITA Weekend, so please keep your diary free if you fancy your 
chances of being asked to represent Sussex! 

Invitations will be going out at the end of March.  I anticipate teams to consist of 6 archers from 
compound, recurve, barebow and longbow (4 scoring) with similar for junior representation. 

 

IMPORTANT! 

We rely heavily on archers submitting scores to the SCAA rankings officer in order for us to 
compile a selection list for inter-county tournaments, if you do not submit scores we may well 
overlook you.   

The selection process is as fair as you guys and gals want to make it.  SCAA isn’t all-seeing or all-
knowing, please don’t not assume that, somehow, we should automatically know how good you 
are just because everyone at your club does! 

This is as much an appeal to Sussex club officials as it is to individual archers.  If you have archers 
at your club who you feel have county level possibilities but are too shy or lack confidence, submit 
their scores for them!  They can always say “no” if they are selected! 

 
 
CLOUT TOURNAMENT: RB reported 
I have booked the Hazelwick School field for the County Clout Championships on Sunday 12th 
August, with set-up on Friday 10th in the evening. 
The cost is subject to VAT because SCAA is making the booking, whereas last year it was made by 
Crawley who are considered to be part of the school set-up as they hire year round and presumably 
take pupils as members, and are not subject to VAT. 
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I haven't applied for UKRS, it's not something that particularly brings additional people in, and in 
view of the extra venue cost will be hard to cover by entry fees. However there is plenty of time to 
apply if thought worthwhile. 
Mark Davis has been invited to be Judge in charge. 
 

COUNTY COACHING OFFICER: IC sent his report as follows: 
National news  
Coaching numbers in Sussex = 52 

• Level 1 - 32 

• Level 2 - 14 

• County Coach - 5 

• Senior Coach - 1 

A note of caution on these numbers, mistakes have been found 

Regional news 

SCAC coaches regional meeting took place last Saturday, unfortunately only 3 counties were 
represented. Aside from this there has been limited information issued through the RCO, what has 
come out has been passed on. 

County news 

Same as last report, a recent meeting a number of courses have been suggested but not organised 
yet, mainly due to limited numbers of volunteers supporting the committee (same problem as the 
county committee). The good news is we now have a number of potential venues and will be 
running something in the next 6 months. 


